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MOTION

In recent years, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) began implementing new flight paths and
procedures as part of its Next Generation Air Transportation System (Next Gen) initiatives. The SoCal
Metroplex Project is one such NextGen initiative, which affects air traffic into and out of airports
throughout Southern California, including Los Angeles International Airport, Hollywood-Burbank
Airport, and Van Nuys Airport.
FAA's SoCal Metroplex Project and its NextGen initiatives have already changed aircraft flight patterns
over and near the City of Los Angeles in a number of critical ways. The flight paths of some aircraft
have already shifted to areas that had never previously experienced overflights, or at least not to the
same degree. These flight paths rely on satellite-based routing technology, allowing aircraft to fly in
closer proximity to one another and in concentrated corridors. Exacerbating the problem, some
procedures have directed aircraft to fly at lower altitudes over homes, schools, businesses and parks,
causing health, safety, and environmental impact concerns.
Whether due to one or a combination of all these factors, communities throughout the City report a
significantly diminished quality of life and concerns about the potential for long-lasting health and
other environmental impacts.
This Council has urged FAA to evaluate alternative options to mitigate or eliminate the impacts to
neighborhoods throughout the City. In order to preserve the City's rights and evaluate its options, it is
necessary to authorize the retention of outside legal counsel with expertise in this complicated area of
federal aviation law to assist the City Attorney's Office.
1 THEREFORE MOVE that the City Attorney be authorized to retain the law firm of Kaplan Kirsch &
Rockwell, due to its special expertise in this area of law, to help protect the interests of the City of Los
Angeles and its residents.
I FURTHER MOVE that $100,000 be transferred from the Reserve Fund to the City Attorney, Fund 100
Department No. 12, Account No. 00930, with the understanding that this budget may be increased to
$290,000 should further need be presented to, and authorized by, this Council.
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